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concentric structure which mi^lit have been expected if the nutlet had been built up of successive coatings round a, nucleus.
Artificial crystals CUM be obtained m several way.s, but with some dillieulty. Feathery crystalline j>J*1*<>s JIJV precipitated in the electrolysis of a, solution of the chlorides of ££°M Uil^ «'unnioninm. Formaldehyde, in the. presence of hydrochloric or nitric acid precipitates crystalline gold from solutions-of °x>ld chloride or bromide.1 Crystals belonging to the cubic- system are formed by the precipitation of gold from its solution as chloride by means of ether, phosphorus in e.t her, oxalic acid, ferrous sulphate, etc. When copper pyrite, mispickel, blende, etc., are used as preeipitants, however, minute prisms, beautifully sharp and well-defined, are sometimes obtained.2 The prisms'are sometime** grouped in six-rayed stars, and nix-sided plates may also be formed. Pseizdo-liexagonni gold has also been observed by 'Ulake, Chester, Dana, ancl others.3
By keeping an a.maliiani containing 5 per cent, of gold at a temperature of 80° for some days, and then digest .in# it at ^0" with dilute nitric aeid, bright crystals of gold ca,ri I><* ubiained. rrhes<» crystals are prismatic needles, and
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are said-by Ghent o.r to )M» regular hexagonal prisms with pyramidal (ermina tioiis, and to coiitui n <5 p<*rcenl. of tn<*r<'nry. In the Pej'cy collect ion in the South Kensington MtiHt'iun are some #old crystals found in the merctiry troughs at the foot of the "* blanket HtrakeB," in an amalgamation mill. Tin4 troughs are placed, HO aw in catch any stray particles of gold that may pass the blankets. AH UM* amount of gold recovered in this way is very small, it is not worth whil<» (<> clean out the troughs frequently, and in this ease they had remained undisturbed for nine months, at the end of which time all amalgam was found to be crystallised. The mercury has been dissolved off by nitric acid, uml flic* gold rrvstuls remain. Tin* smaller crystals are rather indefinite in Hlmp<% but amongst the, larger ones (which are about half the size of a pea.) are well defined combinations of the octahedron, rhombic dodecahedron, and, cube.
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